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New Age Caravans.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
Designed for the road ahead.

Walkinshaw Group’s broad range of businesses include 
manufacturing and engineering partnerships, Walkinshaw 

Performance, New Age Caravans, Walkinshaw Sports 
and the Walkinshaw Andretti United Supercars Team.                         

Walkinshaw also provides consulting, engineering and                                                                                                                  
design services to a diverse range of industry                                                

participants. The Walkinshaw Group is headquartered in 
Clayton, Victoria, producing over 8,000 vehicles per year 

and employing over 1,000 people.

At New Age Caravans we hold ourselves to the highest 
standards of build quality and after sales support. As a 

result, every new caravan or pop-top purchased through 
our dealerships comes with a 3-year bumber to hitch 

comprehensive manufacturer warranty.

The famous Australian Made logo is the true mark 
of Aussie authenticity. It’s Australia’s most trusted,                                  

recognised and widely used country of origin symbol, 
and is underpinned by a third-party accreditation system, 
which ensures products that carry the logo are certified 

as ‘genuinely Australian’.

The New Age Caravans Social Club is a great way to meet 
like-minded adventurers, swap travel stories and make 
lasting friendships. As a member you’ll also be able to 

enter special competitions to win prizes, plus you’ll have 
access to exclusive invites, product updates and lots 

more!

At New Age Caravans we have a national dealer                                     
network dedicated to our many customers.                                                                                                          

Our dealers are industry and New Age experts, managing 
sales, aftersales service and warranty needs across all 

states in australia. 

We started life back in 2004 as New Age Frames 
and Designs with a view to providing a number of                                                                            

highprofile caravan manufacturers with a higher standard 
of structural framing and CNC fabricated componentry.
With a reputation for premium quality we then switched 
our focus from supplying the industry with frames and 

parts to building our own caravans, and in 2008 New Age 
Caravans was born.

Travel Australia with peace of mind knowing that New Age 
Assist is here to help. Flat tyre? Locked out of your van? 
Broken down? Need general assistance? As a member                       
every new caravan comes with a 12 months New Age 

Assist membership, we’re here to help.

Following on from complete Australian Design Rules 
(ADR) approval on the entire New Age range, it’s another 

example of the lengths New Age Caravans are going to, to 
ensure the highest levels of quality, safety, and peace of 
mind for all New Age Caravan owners – exceeding what 

are required by the industry.

Our innovative designs were such a success that 
we were credited with revolutionising the Australian                                 

caravan industry. Since then, our on-going commitment 
to creating designs that break new ground and set 

new standards has seen us grow into a leading brand                              
synonymous with quality and innovation.

At New Age Caravans we have always been future focused. We started life back in 2004 as New Age Frames and Designs with a view to providing a number At New Age Caravans we have always been future focused. We started life back in 2004 as New Age Frames and Designs with a view to providing a number 
of high-profile caravan manufacturers with a higher standard of structural framing and CNC fabricated componentry. Our passion and expertise quickly saw of high-profile caravan manufacturers with a higher standard of structural framing and CNC fabricated componentry. Our passion and expertise quickly saw 

us grow into a key supplier to Australia’s prime caravan manufacturing hub in Campbellfield, Victoria. With a reputation for premium quality, we then switched us grow into a key supplier to Australia’s prime caravan manufacturing hub in Campbellfield, Victoria. With a reputation for premium quality, we then switched 
our focus from supplying the industry with frames and parts to building our own caravans, and in 2008 New Age Caravans was born.our focus from supplying the industry with frames and parts to building our own caravans, and in 2008 New Age Caravans was born.

Instead of sticking with the wooden and rustic interiors built by other manufacturers, we designed caravans with modern, apartment style interiors. Our            Instead of sticking with the wooden and rustic interiors built by other manufacturers, we designed caravans with modern, apartment style interiors. Our            
innovative designs were such a success that we were credited with revolutionizing the Australian caravan industry. Since then, our on-going commitment to innovative designs were such a success that we were credited with revolutionizing the Australian caravan industry. Since then, our on-going commitment to 

creating designs that break new ground and set new standards has seen us grow into a leading brand synonymous with quality and innovation.creating designs that break new ground and set new standards has seen us grow into a leading brand synonymous with quality and innovation.

In 2009 we manufactured 5 caravans a week, today we are making over 2000 a year. And while the last 10 years have been a period of rapid growth, our In 2009 we manufactured 5 caravans a week, today we are making over 2000 a year. And while the last 10 years have been a period of rapid growth, our 
focus on bringing something better to the caravan market has never wavered. Along the way we have won many awards for product design, manufacturing, focus on bringing something better to the caravan market has never wavered. Along the way we have won many awards for product design, manufacturing, 
business operation and community work. Our strong desire to help shape the future of the caravan industry has also seen us appointed to the board of the business operation and community work. Our strong desire to help shape the future of the caravan industry has also seen us appointed to the board of the 

Caravan Industry Association of Victoria.Caravan Industry Association of Victoria.

Of course, when you’re future focused you never rest on your laurels. Finding new and better ways to do things is in our company DNA and, not                    Of course, when you’re future focused you never rest on your laurels. Finding new and better ways to do things is in our company DNA and, not                    
surprisingly, it’s what caused the Walkinshaw Automotive Group to take more than a passing interest in us. Walkinshaw Group was founded by motorsport surprisingly, it’s what caused the Walkinshaw Automotive Group to take more than a passing interest in us. Walkinshaw Group was founded by motorsport 
legend Tom Walkinshaw, a man renowned not just for his enviable success in F1, Le Mans Prototypes, British Touring Cars and Australian Supercars, but legend Tom Walkinshaw, a man renowned not just for his enviable success in F1, Le Mans Prototypes, British Touring Cars and Australian Supercars, but 

also for creating Australia’s iconic automotive brand HSV. Anticipating the dramatic changes in the Australian automotive landscape, Walkinshaw Group was also for creating Australia’s iconic automotive brand HSV. Anticipating the dramatic changes in the Australian automotive landscape, Walkinshaw Group was 
looking to diversify and bring its innovative design and engineering expertise to the caravan and RV market, and as a result it decided to purchase New Age looking to diversify and bring its innovative design and engineering expertise to the caravan and RV market, and as a result it decided to purchase New Age 

Caravans. Needless to say, it was a match made in heaven as it has taken our design and engineering capabilities to a whole new level.Caravans. Needless to say, it was a match made in heaven as it has taken our design and engineering capabilities to a whole new level.

Through Walkinshaw we now have access to facilities, technology and expertise that are unmatched in the caravan industry. A seven-post rig that can rep-Through Walkinshaw we now have access to facilities, technology and expertise that are unmatched in the caravan industry. A seven-post rig that can rep-
licate 1000km of rough durability testing in minutes, a dedicated clay modelling studio for conceptual and prototype design work, robotic-welded chassis licate 1000km of rough durability testing in minutes, a dedicated clay modelling studio for conceptual and prototype design work, robotic-welded chassis 

operation and access to Walkinshaw’s proving ground for unsurpassed rough track testing are just a few of the things we now have at our disposal to help us operation and access to Walkinshaw’s proving ground for unsurpassed rough track testing are just a few of the things we now have at our disposal to help us 
design the next generation of New Age caravans.design the next generation of New Age caravans.

Featuring striking new looks, Walkinshaw designed and engineered chassis and a myriad of specially designed parts unique to New Age, our brand-new Featuring striking new looks, Walkinshaw designed and engineered chassis and a myriad of specially designed parts unique to New Age, our brand-new 
vans are continuing to set new standards. With all of our models benefiting from the new Walkinshaw influence, as well as more innovative designs on the vans are continuing to set new standards. With all of our models benefiting from the new Walkinshaw influence, as well as more innovative designs on the 
way, we are perfectly positioned to make the future of caravanning more exciting and rewarding than ever before. A state-of-the-art manufacturing facility is way, we are perfectly positioned to make the future of caravanning more exciting and rewarding than ever before. A state-of-the-art manufacturing facility is 
essential if you want to build caravans, pop tops and campers that lead the way in quality and design. At New Age Caravans our state-of the-art facility has essential if you want to build caravans, pop tops and campers that lead the way in quality and design. At New Age Caravans our state-of the-art facility has 
been fitted out with cutting-edge technology that helps our R&D team create ground-breaking designs. The highly advanced technology also helps our 300+ been fitted out with cutting-edge technology that helps our R&D team create ground-breaking designs. The highly advanced technology also helps our 300+ 

highly skilled workers deliver an exceptional level of build quality and efficiency.highly skilled workers deliver an exceptional level of build quality and efficiency.

Our manufacturing processes adhere to international principles, and all our current caravans have achieved Australian Design Rule Approval – a significant Our manufacturing processes adhere to international principles, and all our current caravans have achieved Australian Design Rule Approval – a significant 
achievement in the industry, and something we believe is essential. However, as an Australian company and a member of Walkinshaw Group, our processes achievement in the industry, and something we believe is essential. However, as an Australian company and a member of Walkinshaw Group, our processes 
also adhere to our own set of incredibly stringent principles. Every stage of every build is planned and pre-determined to ensure the highest quality outcome also adhere to our own set of incredibly stringent principles. Every stage of every build is planned and pre-determined to ensure the highest quality outcome 

is achieved and that every van easily meets or exceeds even the toughest Australian standards.is achieved and that every van easily meets or exceeds even the toughest Australian standards.
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MANUFACTURINGMANUFACTURING
At New Age Caravans our state-of the-art facility has been fitted 

out with cutting-edge technology that helps our R&D team create 
ground-breaking designs. The highly advanced technology also 

helps our 300+ highly skilled workers deliver an exceptional level 
of build quality and efficiency.

Our manufacturing processes adhere to international                             
principles. However, as an Australian company and a member 

of the Walkinshaw Group, our processes also adhere to our own 
set of incredibly stringent principles. Every stage of every build 

is planned and pre-determined to ensure the highest quality               
outcome is achieved and that every van easily meets or exceeds 

even the toughest Australian standards.

CHASSISCHASSIS
First and foremost, our caravans and pop tops are the only 

products in the world that feature a Walkinshaw hot dip                                             
galvanized chassis. Designed and engineered by Australia’s high 

performance experts, the chassis offers a whole new level of                                                                                                                  
stability and control and unparalleled strength, durability and                

reliability to our range of products.
Unlike other chassis that are made from two separate parts, the 
Walkinshaw chassis is a single continuous frame. The chassis 

is robotically welded to ensure reliable and repeatable welds for 
every join and cross member, and the A-frame at the front of every 
chassis is rolled, not welded. The result is a chassis that delivers 

far greater structural integrity and durability.

FRAMING FRAMING 
Starting back in 2004 as New Age Frames and Designs, We                                     

produce all framing and construction on all products in our facilties 
exclusively, With over 19 years of experince, We provide the highest 

standards of structural framing and CNC fabricated componentry 
in the industry. Our passion and expertise has quickly given us the 

reputation as being Australia’s premium caravan manufacturer.

CAPABILITIESCAPABILITIES
From our engineers, RND to our production staff, our capabilities 
are unmatched., We design and produce our products exclusively,   

Chassis design, framing, CNC componentry, upholstery is produced 
and constructed in our manufacturing facilities. We have exclusive 

testing methods and engineering teams dedicated to improving 
quality, towing stability and safety, from water testing bays, our own 

commercial weight bridge for weight accuracy and our 7-post rig 
simulating 1000km of rough terrain for engineering precision and 

testing tolerances on all models so we can manufacture the highest 
quality product for Australian conditions.
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7-POST RIG TESTING OF ROUGH TERRAIN FOR ENGINNERING PRECISION AND          
TOLERANCES ON ALL MODELS OFFERING THE HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCT FOR      

AUSTRALIAN CONDITIONS 

MODERN CONTEMPORARY FINISHES THROUGHOUT ALL MODELS THAT IS                             
SYNONYMOUS WITH THE NEW AGE CARAVANS NAME AND REVOLUTIONARY DESIGNS

WALKINSHAW ENGINEERED ROBOTIC WELDED HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED CHASSIS 
OFFERING UNPARARALLED STRENGTH & DURABILTY

PREMIUM EXCLUSIVELY ENGINEERED MERANTI TIMBER FRAMING OFFERING              
UNRIVALLED STRENGTH AND DURABILITY IN OUR CONSTRUCTION & PRODUCTION 

ALL FURNITURE IS PRODUCED USING THE LATEST CNC CUTTING                             
TECHNOLOGY & MACHINERY OFFERING PRECISION CUTS AND THE MOST PREMIUM 

FINISH THROUGHOUT EVERY CARAVAN

SUSPENSION OPTIONS RANGING FROM LEAF SPRING TO INDEPENDANT AIR-
BAG SUSPENSION FROM ONLY THE TOP MANUFACTURERS INCLUDING                                               

CRUISEMASTER & AL-KO

ELECTRONIC SWAY CONTROL ADDED TO EVERY MODEL WITH THE ADDITION OF OUR 
EXCLUSIVE REAR MOULD WITH AN INTERGRATED SPARE WHEEL THAT IMPROVES 

TOWING STABILTY & SAFETY

PREMIUM ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS OFFERING THE LATEST IN 12V POWER FROM AGM 
BATTERIES TO CUTTING EDGE LITHIUM CHARGERS & PRODUCTS

NO COMPROMISE WITH A 2MTR HEAD/HEIGHT CLEARANCE INSIDE EVERY MODEL

STATE OF THE ART FACILITIES FITTED OUT WITH CUTTING EDGE MACHINERY AND 
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORTING OUR R&D TEAMS THAT CREATE GROUND BREAKING 

DESIGNS YEAR AFTER YEAR
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Packed with all the offerings of a full length caravan, the Manta Ray Pop Top sets new design benchmarks. It starts with an all-new roof design system.Packed with all the offerings of a full length caravan, the Manta Ray Pop Top sets new design benchmarks. It starts with an all-new roof design system.

Featuring a domed composite roof panel, unique aluminium bodytop and specially designed roof surrounds, the new system provides additional strength Featuring a domed composite roof panel, unique aluminium bodytop and specially designed roof surrounds, the new system provides additional strength 
and promotes drainage to ensure optimum comfort and protection from the elements.and promotes drainage to ensure optimum comfort and protection from the elements.

For exceptional towability and durability, the new Manta Ray Pop Top also boasts a Walkinshaw engineered galvanized chassis. The signature New Age For exceptional towability and durability, the new Manta Ray Pop Top also boasts a Walkinshaw engineered galvanized chassis. The signature New Age 
rear mould and durable exterior sidewall trimming add yet another level of sophistication to the design, while a number of cleverly configured floor rear mould and durable exterior sidewall trimming add yet another level of sophistication to the design, while a number of cleverly configured floor 

plans enable the Manta Ray Pop Top to accommodate a host of modern day conveniences.plans enable the Manta Ray Pop Top to accommodate a host of modern day conveniences.

Needless to say, Luxury and Adventurer upgrade packs are also available for those wishing to take their Manta Ray Pop Top to yet another level.                 Needless to say, Luxury and Adventurer upgrade packs are also available for those wishing to take their Manta Ray Pop Top to yet another level.                 
Whether you’re planning short trips or a tour around Australia, the new Manta Ray Pop Top range lets you do it in comfort and style.Whether you’re planning short trips or a tour around Australia, the new Manta Ray Pop Top range lets you do it in comfort and style.

MANTA RAYMANTA RAY  POP TOPPOP TOP



MP 16ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2450KG                                                                 
TARE - 2050KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 120KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2400MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7085MM

QR for detailed specifications

MP 16ft Adventurer                 
Couples Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2550KG                                                                 
TARE - 2150KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 170KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7285MM

QR for detailed specifications

MP 16ft Luxury                                              
Couples Luxury Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2580KG                                                                 
TARE - 2180KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 170KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7285MM

QR for detailed specifications

MP 18ft Ensuite                                                      
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2750KG                                                                 
TARE - 2150KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 120KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2400MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7700MM

QR for detailed specifications

MP 18ft Adventurer                                             
Couples Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3150KG                                                                 
TARE - 2550KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7900MM

QR for detailed specifications

MP 18ft Luxury                   
Couples Luxury Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3170KG                                                                 
TARE - 2570KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7900MM

QR for detailed specifications

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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At New Age Caravans we designed the Road Owl pop top so Australians could travel in comfort and style for an incredibly affordable price. And our new MY22 Road At New Age Caravans we designed the Road Owl pop top so Australians could travel in comfort and style for an incredibly affordable price. And our new MY22 Road 
Owl pop top range takes that comfort, style and value even further.Owl pop top range takes that comfort, style and value even further.

Every pop top in the new Road Owl range has been redesigned to reflect our latest and greatest signature look. Aluminium composite smooth rear wall panelling, Every pop top in the new Road Owl range has been redesigned to reflect our latest and greatest signature look. Aluminium composite smooth rear wall panelling, 
a unique rear mould with recessed spare wheel housing, a restyled front-end and striking new graphics all combine to deliver a whole new level of streamlined a unique rear mould with recessed spare wheel housing, a restyled front-end and striking new graphics all combine to deliver a whole new level of streamlined 

sophistication. The exterior design also boasts thoughtful touches like an easily accessible dedicated water pump cradle with independent isolation valves.sophistication. The exterior design also boasts thoughtful touches like an easily accessible dedicated water pump cradle with independent isolation valves.

Step inside one of our new Road Owl pop tops and you’ll notice a stylish Holland blind on the main door and upgraded edge banding on all the cabinetry and         Step inside one of our new Road Owl pop tops and you’ll notice a stylish Holland blind on the main door and upgraded edge banding on all the cabinetry and         
partitions. In the dining area you’ll find redesigned seats with more cushion depth and lumbar support than ever before. But it doesn’t stop there. The new interior partitions. In the dining area you’ll find redesigned seats with more cushion depth and lumbar support than ever before. But it doesn’t stop there. The new interior 
also features handy reading lights with built-in USB ports for your electronic devices plus a host of other creature comforts. Ideal for couples or a family, the new also features handy reading lights with built-in USB ports for your electronic devices plus a host of other creature comforts. Ideal for couples or a family, the new 

Road Owl pop top range has layouts to suit your needs, plus you have the option to take your Road Owl caravan to yet another level by selecting either the new Road Owl pop top range has layouts to suit your needs, plus you have the option to take your Road Owl caravan to yet another level by selecting either the new 
Comfort pack or new Adventurer pack. The packs have been redesigned to suit all the Road Owl models and offer a more comprehensive list of features than ever.Comfort pack or new Adventurer pack. The packs have been redesigned to suit all the Road Owl models and offer a more comprehensive list of features than ever.

ROAD OWLROAD OWL  POP TOPPOP TOP



QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

RP 16ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2300KG                                                                 
TARE - 1900KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 110KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2400MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7250MM

RP 16ft Adventurer                                    
Couples Semi Off-Road (2P)                                                           
A.T.M - 2410KG                                                                 
TARE - 2010KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 125KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7300MM

RP 18ft Adventurer                                    
Family Semi Off-Road (4 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2870KG                                                                 
TARE - 2270KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 175KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2500MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7850MM

RP 18ft Bunk Ensuite                                    
Family Tourer (4 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2705KG                                                                 
TARE - 2105KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2400MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7800MM

Bunk / Family

Bunk / Family

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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New Age Caravans has spent years designing and perfecting the Manta Ray range of caravans to bring you the most           New Age Caravans has spent years designing and perfecting the Manta Ray range of caravans to bring you the most           
comfortable travel experience. The Manta Ray Caravan is ideal for those seeking to travel Australia in style. comfortable travel experience. The Manta Ray Caravan is ideal for those seeking to travel Australia in style. 

This modern range has been engineered to offer all the space you need. Suitable for families, couples and singles, the Manta This modern range has been engineered to offer all the space you need. Suitable for families, couples and singles, the Manta 
Ray is available in sizes ranging from 16ft to 22ft. As a standard feature, each caravan comes furnished with an ensuite with Ray is available in sizes ranging from 16ft to 22ft. As a standard feature, each caravan comes furnished with an ensuite with 

shower and toilet, fully equipped kitchen, and spacious layout design.shower and toilet, fully equipped kitchen, and spacious layout design.

MANTA RAYMANTA RAY



QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

MR 16ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2440KG                                                                 
TARE - 2040KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 110KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7085MM

MR 16ft Adventurer                 
Couples Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2600KG                                                                 
TARE - 2200KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 150KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7285MM

MR 16ft Luxury                                              
Couples Luxury Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2610KG                                                                 
TARE - 2210KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 150KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7285MM

MR 18ft Ensuite                                                      
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2950KG                                                                 
TARE - 2350KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 140KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7700MM

MR 18ft Adventurer                                             
Couples Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3200KG                                                                 
TARE - 2600KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7900MM

MR 18ft Luxury                   
Couples Luxury Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3210KG                                                                 
TARE - 2610KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7900MM

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

Bunk / Family

Bunk / Family

Bunk / Family

MR 19ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3000KG                                                                 
TARE - 2400KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 140KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8005MM

MR 19ft Adventurer                 
Couples Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3250KG                                                                 
TARE - 2650KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8205MM

MR 19ft Luxury                                              
Couples Luxury Semi Off road (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3260KG                                                                 
TARE - 2660KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8205MM

MR 22ft Bunk Ensuite                                                      
Family Tourer (4-5 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3050KG                                                                 
TARE - 2450KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8830MM

MR 22ft Bunk Adventurer                                             
Family Semi Off road (4-5 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3450KG                                                                 
TARE - 2850KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 240KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 9030MM

MR 22ft Bunk Luxury                   
Family Luxury Semi Off road (4-5 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3460KG                                                                 
TARE - 2860KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 250KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 9030MM

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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At New Age Caravans we designed the Road Owl so Australians could travel in comfort and style for an incredibly affordable price, and our new MY22 Road Owl range takes that comfort, At New Age Caravans we designed the Road Owl so Australians could travel in comfort and style for an incredibly affordable price, and our new MY22 Road Owl range takes that comfort, 
style and value even further.style and value even further.

Every caravan in the new Road Owl range has been redesigned to reflect our latest and greatest signature look. Aluminium composite smooth rear wall panelling, a unique rear mould Every caravan in the new Road Owl range has been redesigned to reflect our latest and greatest signature look. Aluminium composite smooth rear wall panelling, a unique rear mould 
with recessed spare wheel housing, a restyled front-end and striking new graphics all combine to deliver a whole new level of streamlined sophistication. The exterior design also boasts   with recessed spare wheel housing, a restyled front-end and striking new graphics all combine to deliver a whole new level of streamlined sophistication. The exterior design also boasts   

thoughtful touches like an easily accessible dedicated water pump cradle with independent isolation valves.thoughtful touches like an easily accessible dedicated water pump cradle with independent isolation valves.

Step inside one of our new Road Owl caravans and you’ll notice a stylish Holland blind on the main door and upgraded edge banding on all the cabinetry and partitions. In the dining area Step inside one of our new Road Owl caravans and you’ll notice a stylish Holland blind on the main door and upgraded edge banding on all the cabinetry and partitions. In the dining area 
you’ll find redesigned seats with more cushion depth and lumbar support than ever before. And in the kitchen area, you’ll discover a stylish new microwave surround that’s been designed you’ll find redesigned seats with more cushion depth and lumbar support than ever before. And in the kitchen area, you’ll discover a stylish new microwave surround that’s been designed 
to keep your microwave safe and secure even when travelling over bumpy roads, but it doesn’t stop there. The new interior also features handy reading lights with built-in USB ports for to keep your microwave safe and secure even when travelling over bumpy roads, but it doesn’t stop there. The new interior also features handy reading lights with built-in USB ports for 
your electronic devices plus a host of other creature comforts. Ideal for couples or a family, the new Road Owl range has layouts to suit your needs, plus you have the option to take your your electronic devices plus a host of other creature comforts. Ideal for couples or a family, the new Road Owl range has layouts to suit your needs, plus you have the option to take your 
Road Owl caravan to yet another level by selecting either the new Comfort pack or new Adventurer pack. The packs have been redesigned to suit all the Road Owl models and offer a more Road Owl caravan to yet another level by selecting either the new Comfort pack or new Adventurer pack. The packs have been redesigned to suit all the Road Owl models and offer a more 

comprehensive list of features than ever.comprehensive list of features than ever.

ROAD OWLROAD OWL



QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

RO 16ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2490KG                                                                 
TARE - 2090KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 110KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7000MM

RO 16ft Adventurer                                    
Couples Semi Off-Road (2P)                                                        
A.T.M - 2510KG                                                                 
TARE - 2110KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 120KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7057MM

RO 18ft Adventurer                                    
Couples Semi Off-Road (2P)                                                           
A.T.M - 2950KG                                                                 
TARE - 2350KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7560MM

RO 18ft Ensuite                                    
Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 2760KG                                                                 
TARE - 2160KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7503MM

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.

QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications QR for detailed specifications

QR for detailed specifications

RO 19ft Bunk Ensuite                                    
Family Tourer (4-5 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3030KG                                                                 
TARE - 2430KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 110KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7870MM

RO 19ft bunk Adventurer                                    
Family Semi Off-Road (4-5P)                                                        
A.T.M - 3100KG                                                                 
TARE - 2500KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 120KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7930MM

RO 21ft Bunk Adventurer                                  
Family Semi Off-Road (4-5P)                                                           
A.T.M - 3140KG                                                                 
TARE - 2540KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8470MM

RO 21ft Bunk Ensuite                                    
Family Tourer (4-5 Person)                                                              
A.T.M - 3020KG                                                                 
TARE - 2420KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8420MM

Bunk / Family

Bunk / FamilyBunk / Family

Bunk / Family

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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Designed for long-range touring, the Big Red is big on everything. With layout options including a slide-out bedroom and club Designed for long-range touring, the Big Red is big on everything. With layout options including a slide-out bedroom and club 
lounges, you can travel Australia in style. The Big Red incorporates many new and exciting features. The exterior boasts lounges, you can travel Australia in style. The Big Red incorporates many new and exciting features. The exterior boasts 

sleek and stylish LED strip lighting, while inside you’ll discover a beautifully designed large style kitchen complete with a large sleek and stylish LED strip lighting, while inside you’ll discover a beautifully designed large style kitchen complete with a large 
2-door fridge and a stylish ensuite bathroom with shower and toilet. a slideout bedroom and club lounges, plus a host of        2-door fridge and a stylish ensuite bathroom with shower and toilet. a slideout bedroom and club lounges, plus a host of        

standard features including solar panels, external speakers and more, the Big Red is big on everything.standard features including solar panels, external speakers and more, the Big Red is big on everything.

BIG REDBIG RED



BR 19ft Ensuite Slider BR 22ft Club Lounge

QR for detailed specifications

Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
.                                                                             
A.T.M - 3250KG                                                                 
TARE - 2650KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 200KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8100MM

QR for detailed specifications

Couples Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
.                                                                                
A.T.M - 3400KG                                                                 
TARE - 2800KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 250KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 9000MM

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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The award-winning Oz Classic represents 5-star caravanning at its very best. Exuding class and style, this impressive         The award-winning Oz Classic represents 5-star caravanning at its very best. Exuding class and style, this impressive         
caravan is one of the most luxurious ways to discover Australia. There’s no better way to discover places like Australia’s caravan is one of the most luxurious ways to discover Australia. There’s no better way to discover places like Australia’s 
Top End than with our top end, award-winning caravan. Available in 18ft, 20ft layouts, our luxurious Oz Classic features a           Top End than with our top end, award-winning caravan. Available in 18ft, 20ft layouts, our luxurious Oz Classic features a           

stunning and spacious interior. Queen bedding with bedsides, a large ensuite, an impressive and spacious dining area and a stunning and spacious interior. Queen bedding with bedsides, a large ensuite, an impressive and spacious dining area and a 
fully equipped designer kitchen with high-end appliances are just the beginning of what make the Oz Classic an icon of luxury fully equipped designer kitchen with high-end appliances are just the beginning of what make the Oz Classic an icon of luxury 

and style.and style.

OZ CLASSICOZ CLASSIC



OZ 18ft Ensuite            OZ 20ft Ensuite          

QR for detailed specifications

Couples Luxury Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
.                                                                            
A.T.M - 3200KG                                                                 
TARE - 2600KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 7870MM

QR for detailed specifications

Couples Luxury Tourer (2 Person)                                                              
.                                                                                     
A.T.M - 3300KG                                                                 
TARE - 2700KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 180KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 2950MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8460MM

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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Ideal for those who like to head off the beaten track, the Desert Rose has been designed to ensure your adventures are Ideal for those who like to head off the beaten track, the Desert Rose has been designed to ensure your adventures are 
as comfortable as they are exciting. The Desert Rose is the ultimate explorer’s caravan. A favourite with those who like to as comfortable as they are exciting. The Desert Rose is the ultimate explorer’s caravan. A favourite with those who like to 

head off the beaten track, this comprehensive caravan is packed to the brim with everything you need to explore Australia’s                     head off the beaten track, this comprehensive caravan is packed to the brim with everything you need to explore Australia’s                     
beautiful yet changeable landscape. Explore some of Australia’s more remote and rugged areas in complete comfort.beautiful yet changeable landscape. Explore some of Australia’s more remote and rugged areas in complete comfort.

DESERT ROSEDESERT ROSE



DR 18ft Desert Rose     

Couples Ultimate Semi Off-road                                                     
(2 Person)                                          
A.T.M - 3460KG                                                                 
TARE - 2860KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 215KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8400MM

QR for detailed specifications

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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Introducing the 22ft XU (Xtreme Utility) toy hauler. The XU’s spacious design features enough beds to sleep six people and Introducing the 22ft XU (Xtreme Utility) toy hauler. The XU’s spacious design features enough beds to sleep six people and 
a rear ramp that makes loading your toys quick and easy. The van’s convenient storage options make it a must have for all a rear ramp that makes loading your toys quick and easy. The van’s convenient storage options make it a must have for all 

adventure enthusiasts who want to take their toys on the road. Motorbikes, jet skis, surfboards and bikes will all fit in the XU.  adventure enthusiasts who want to take their toys on the road. Motorbikes, jet skis, surfboards and bikes will all fit in the XU.  
If it’s outdoor adventure you’re looking for, then look no further than the innovative and stylish New Age XU.If it’s outdoor adventure you’re looking for, then look no further than the innovative and stylish New Age XU.

XTREME UTILITYXTREME UTILITY



XU 22ft Toy Hauler

Family Semi Off-road                                      
(2-7 Person)                                          
A.T.M - 3500KG                                                                 
TARE - 2900KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 250KG                                                       
HEIGHT - 3050MM                                                                                      
WIDTH - 2500MM                                            
LENGTH - 8830MM

Bunk / Family

QR for detailed specifications

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.
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Introducing the 12ft Limited Edition Walkinshaw Camper. Taking Australian camper design to a whole new level, every new camper model comes with a Introducing the 12ft Limited Edition Walkinshaw Camper. Taking Australian camper design to a whole new level, every new camper model comes with a 
unique Electric Roof System (ERS) that completely eliminates the need for a manual winch. Simply tap on the touchscreen controller mounted in the unique Electric Roof System (ERS) that completely eliminates the need for a manual winch. Simply tap on the touchscreen controller mounted in the 

front boot section of the camper, and your ERS system will raise or lower the roof for you.front boot section of the camper, and your ERS system will raise or lower the roof for you.

Of course, the advances in the new LTD Edition Walkinshaw Camper is not limited to just the roof. Along with eye-catching new livery and a Walkinshaw Of course, the advances in the new LTD Edition Walkinshaw Camper is not limited to just the roof. Along with eye-catching new livery and a Walkinshaw 
Limited edition options including independant Cruisemaster suspension, 16’’ wheels, 200Watt solar, Hot water  service & external shower, a host of off-Limited edition options including independant Cruisemaster suspension, 16’’ wheels, 200Watt solar, Hot water  service & external shower, a host of off-
grid options is available for a limited time, Every model in the range features re-designed seats with more cushion depth than ever before, a long café grid options is available for a limited time, Every model in the range features re-designed seats with more cushion depth than ever before, a long café 
lounge seat that gives you plenty of room to stretch out and relax, plus an impressive new kitchen with kicker panels on all the cabinetry. the kitchen lounge seat that gives you plenty of room to stretch out and relax, plus an impressive new kitchen with kicker panels on all the cabinetry. the kitchen 

also comes with a large microwave complete with stylish new surround. also comes with a large microwave complete with stylish new surround. 

LIMITED EDITIONLIMITED EDITION  WALKINSHAW CAMPERWALKINSHAW CAMPER



LTD Walkinshaw Camper

QR for detailed specifications

*Weights and dimensions displayed are to be used as a guide only. New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on 
options and accessories fitted. Illustrations and or pictures may display options that are not standard.

Family Semi Off-road Camper                                                                              
(2-6 Person)                                                               
A.T.M - 1960KG                                                                 
TARE - 1560KG                                                                                          
T/BALL - 160KG                                                       
HEIGHT (OPEN) - 2900MM  
HEIGHT (CLOSED) - 1940MM                                                                                     
WIDTH - 2350MM                                            
LENGTH - 5950MM

            Family
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MANTA RAY POPTOP                                                         
MP16 ENSUITE                         
MP16 ADVENTURER                                           
MP16 LUXURY                                         
MP18 ENSUITE                                                
MP18 ADVENTURER                                                           
MP18 LUXURY                                                        
ROAD OWL POPTOP                                                       
RP16 ENSUITE                         
RP16 ADVENTURER                                                                       
RP18 ENSUITE BUNK                                                
RP18 ADVENTURER BUNK                                                           
MANTA RAY                                                       
MR16 ENSUITE                         
MR16 ADVENTURER                                           
MR16 LUXURY                                         
MR18 ENSUITE                                                
MR18 ADVENTURER                                                           
MR18 LUXURY                                                           
MR19 ENSUITE                         
MR19 ADVENTURER                                           
MR19 LUXURY                                         
MR22 ENSUITE BUNK                                                
MR22 ADVENTURER BUNK                                                          
MR22 LUXURY BUNK                                                      
ROAD OWL                                                                      
RO16 ENSUITE                         
RO16 ADVENTURER                                                                       
RO18 ENSUITE                                                 
RO18 ADVENTURER                                                            
RO19 ENSUITE BUNK                         
RO19 ADVENTURER BUNK                                                                       
RO21 ENSUITE BUNK                                                 
RO21 ADVENTURER BUNK 
LIMITED EDITION CAMPER                                                       
LTD 12FT                                                
XTREME UTILITY                                                                    
XU22            

BED                       
                       

Queen 
Queen 
Queen 
Queen 
Queen 
Queen                            
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Queen 
Queen 
Queen                 
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Queen 
Queen 
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2                       
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-                       
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2-3                              
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2 PROV.                        
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BATT                       
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1 x LITH 
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1 x LITH                             
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100AGM                 
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1 x LITH 
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2 X LITH 

SOLAR                       
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200WATT                        
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200WATT                 
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200WATT 
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200WATT 

                       
2 X 200 

FRIDGE                       
                       

164L   
164L    
164L   
164L   
164L    
164L                        

                       
164L   
164L   
164L    
164L                 

                       
164L   
164L   
164L    
171L      
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171L           
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171L                                                
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171L                 
184L             
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105L C                     
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GAS                       
                      
2 X 9KG   
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2 X 9KG    
2 X 9KG 
2 X 9KG            
2 X 9KG                       
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2 X 9KG                    
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2 X 9KG                    
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2 X 9KG                    
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2 X 4.5 
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LEAF                        
INDEPENDANT               
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INDEPENDANT                     
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INDEPENDANT                   
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INDEPENDANT                                        

UPHOLSTERY                      
                       

CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                    
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                                   
                               

CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                            

                             
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                    
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                    
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                    
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

LEATHER                                 
                                  

CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                     
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  
CLOTH                        
CLOTH                  

                                
CLOTH                           

                                  
CLOTH                                      

REV CAM                       
                       

-                              
INCL                              
INCL                               

-                               
INCL                             
INCL                       

                       
-                        

INCL                                  
-                        

INCL                                                                 
                      

-                        
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-                      
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HITCH              
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50MM                   
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W/MACINE                       
                       

INCL                              
INCL                              
INCL                               
INCL                               
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INCL                       

                       
-                        
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INCL                        
INCL                       
INCL                       
INCL                      
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INCL                        
INCL                       
INCL                              
INCL                              
INCL                                 
INCL                      

                       
-                        
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-                      
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-                                   
                       

N/A                       
                      

N/A                                                             

CHASSIS                       
                     

4’’             
6’’           
6’’           
4’’                   
6’’                      
6’’                      

                     
4’’               
6’’                      
4’’         
6’’                  

                       
4’’              
6’’         
6’’               
4’’          
6’’           
6’’              
6’’         
6’’                
6’’                
6’’          
6’’               
6’’                                              

                       
4’’           
6’’                      
4’’              
6’’         
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6’’               
6’’            
6’’            

                       
4’’                  
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COOKTOP                      
                        

4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                                  

                          
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     

                        
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                       
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     

                       
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     
4 GAS                     

                          
3 GAS                     

                          
3 GAS 1 ELEC                     

.                                                                  

.                                                           
BED                                         
BATTERY                                  
CHARGER                                   
SOLAR                                  
GAS                                    
TOOLBOX                                      
EXT A-FRAME                                      
JERRY CANS                                         
STONEGUARD                                                   
WHEEL                               
SUSPENSION                                
CHASSIS                                               
A-FRAME                                 
HITCH                                                   
STABILTY CONTROL                                              
CLADDING                                        
TRIMMING                                      
AIR CONDITIONING                                            
SEATING                                                                                      
FRIDGE                                              
PANTRY                                            
WASHING MACHINE                 
REVERSE CAMERA                                             
COOKTOP                                 
OVEN                                            
UPHOLSTERY                                       
WIFI                                                         
GPS                                            
SECURITY SAFE                                                  
WATER FILTER                                                                  
WATER                                                
GREY WATER                                       
EXTERNAL SHOWER                              
EXT ENTERTAINMENT BOX                            
STEREO                                                       
EXTERNAL COOKING                       
STEP

BIG RED 19FT SLIDER                                                             
.                                                              

QUEEN SLIDE OUT                                                       
2 X 100AMP AGM                                     
LITHIUM READY                                                   

200 WATT                                                    
2 X 9KG GAS                                                           

INCLUDED                                           
INCLUDED                                                                        

-                                                                       
-                                                                      

15’’                                                                  
LEAF                                                               
6’’                                                                   
6’’                                              

50MM BALL                                                      
INCLUDED                                                         

HIGH PROFILE                                                   
RAVEN COAT                                                         

DOMETIC                                                           
CLUB LOUNGE                               

180L COMPRESSOR                                                          
-                                                                 

INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                           

3 X GAS 1 X ELECTRIC                                                       
-                                                               

CLOTH                                                                          
-                                                                     
-                                                               
-                                                        
-                                                          

2 X 110L                                                     
1 X 110L                                                       

-                                                          
-                                                          

ALL IN ONE BLUETOOTH                                    
GAS BAYONET                                                           

DOUBLE MANUAL

BIG RED 22FT CLUB LOUNGE                                                             
.                                                              

QUEEN                                                       
100AMP AGM                                     

LITHIUM READY                                                   
200 WATT                                                    

2 X 9KG GAS                                                           
INCLUDED                                           
INCLUDED                                                                        

-                                                                       
-                                                                      

15’’                                                                  
LEAF                                                               
6’’                                                                   
6’’                                              

50MM BALL                                                      
INCLUDED                                                         

HIGH PROFILE                                                   
RAVEN COAT                                                         

DOMETIC                                                           
CLUB LOUNGE                                               
180L 3 WAY                                                         
INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                           

3 X GAS 1 X ELECTRIC                                                       
-                                                               

CLOTH                                                                          
-                                                                     
-                                                               
-                                                        
-                                                          

2 X 110L                                                     
1 X 110L                                                       

-                                                          
-                                                          

ALL IN ONE BLUETOOTH                                    
GAS BAYONET                                                           

DOUBLE MANUAL

OZ CLASSIC 18FT ENSUITE                                                       
.                                                              

QUEEN                                                       
110AMP LITHIUM                                                         

LITHIUM                                                   
200 WATT                                                    

2 X 9KG GAS                                                           
INCLUDED                                           
INCLUDED                                                                        

-                                                                       
-                                                                      

16’’                                                                  
LEAF                                                               
6’’                                                                   
6’’                                              

50MM BALL                                                      
INCLUDED                                                         

FLAT PROBOND                                                   
RAVEN COAT                                                         

DOMETIC                                                           
CAFE LOUNGE                                                
216L 3 WAY                                                        

-                                                         
INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                           

INDUCTION AND 2 GAS                                                       
INCLUDED                                                          
LEATHER                                                                          

INCLUDED                                                                
INCLUDED                                                             
INCLUDED                                                     
INCLUDED                                                         
2 X 110L                                                     
1 X 110L                                                       

INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                                   

ALL IN ONE BLUETOOTH                                    
GAS BAYONET                                                           
DOUBLE 12V

OZ CLASSIC 20FT ENSUITE                                                           
.                                                              

QUEEN                                                       
110AMP LITHIUM                                                 

LITHIUM                                                   
200 WATT                                                    

2 X 9KG GAS                                                           
INCLUDED                                           
INCLUDED                                                                        

-                                                                       
-                                                                      

16’’                                                                  
LEAF                                                               
6’’                                                                   
6’’                                              

50MM BALL                                                      
INCLUDED                                                         

FLAT PROBOND                                                   
RAVEN COAT                                                         

DOMETIC                                                           
CAFE LOUNGE                                                 
216L 3 WAY                                                          
INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                           

INDUCTION AND 2 GAS                                                  
INCLUDED                                                             
LEATHER                                                                          

INCLUDED                                                                
INCLUDED                                                             
INCLUDED                                                     
INCLUDED                                                       
2 X 110L                                                     
1 X 110L                                                       

INCLUDED                                                           
INCLUDED                                                    

ALL IN ONE BLUETOOTH                                    
GAS BAYONET                                                           
DOUBLE 12V

DESERT ROSE 18FT ENSUITE                                                        
.                                                              

QUEEN                                                       
2 X 110AMP LITHIUM                                                   

LITHIUM                                                    
3 X 200 WATT                                                    
2 X 9KG GAS                                                           

INCLUDED WITH SLIDE OUT TRAY                                           
INCLUDED                                                                        

2                                                                      
INCLUDED                                                                      

16’’                                                                  
INDEPENDANT                                                               

6’’                                                                   
6’’                                                            

DO35                                                      
INCLUDED                                                         

HIGH PROFILE STUCCO                                                   
RAISED CHECKERPLATE                                                         

DOMETIC                                                           
CAFE LOUNGE                               

216L COMPRESSOR                                                          
-                                                         

INCLUDED                                                         
INCLUDED                                           

INDUCTION AND 2 GAS                                                   
INCLUDED                                                              
LEATHER                                                                          

INCLUDED                                                                
INCLUDED                                                             
INCLUDED                                                     
INCLUDED                                                        
2 X 110L                                                     
1 X 110L                                                       

INCLUDED                                                          
INCLUDED                                          

ALL IN ONE BLUETOOTH                                    
SLIDE OUT KITCHEN                                                         

DOUBLE 12V

MODEL INCLUSIONS COMPARISON GUIDEMODEL INCLUSIONS COMPARISON GUIDE

*For all additional options and extras please speak with your closest authorized dealer representative.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on options and accessories fitted.

*For all additional options and extras please speak with your closest authorized dealer representative.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
New Age Caravans reserves the right to alter specifications without notice. Weights and dimentions will change depending on options and accessories fitted to the caravan. To ensure our products are fit for purpose, the load carrying capacity of your chosen product will vary depending on options and accessories fitted.

MODEL INCLUSIONS COMPARISON GUIDEMODEL INCLUSIONS COMPARISON GUIDE
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Look the part with our exclusive New Age Caravans merchandise,                                                                                             Look the part with our exclusive New Age Caravans merchandise,                                                                                             
including men’s and women’s apparel, caravan equipment and specialised leisure accessories.                                                                                                                      including men’s and women’s apparel, caravan equipment and specialised leisure accessories.                                                                                                                      

VisitVisit  shop.newagecaravans.com.aushop.newagecaravans.com.au to see the full range. to see the full range.

NEW AGE MERCHANDISENEW AGE MERCHANDISE

SCAN HERE TO SHOP                                          SCAN HERE TO SHOP                                          
THE FULL RANGETHE FULL RANGE  

HOSE AND LEAD ORGANISERS  AWNING ACCESSORIES HEADWEAR

DRINKWARE TRAVEL BINS KITCHEN ACCESSORIES 

OUTDOOR ACCESSORIES MEN’S & WOMEN’S APPAREL 
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PILBARA

PERTH

DARWIN

TOWNSVILLE

BUNDABERG

GOLD COAST

GRIFFITH
NEWCASTLENEWCASTLE

MELBOURNE

NOWRANOWRA

SYDNEYSYDNEY

GIPPSLANDGIPPSLAND

TASMANIATASMANIA

WARRNAMBOOLWARRNAMBOOL

ADELAIDE

VICTORIA

NEW SOUTH WALES

Warrnambool
1159 Raglan Parade Warrnambool, VIC 3280 P: (03) 5561 8780

QUEENSLAND

WESTERN AUSTRALIA SOUTH AUSTRALIA

NORTHERN TERRITORYTASMANIA

Melbourne
1/185 – 193 Hume Highway Somerton, VIC 3062 P: (03) 9494 0100

Gippsland
603 Main Street Bairnsdale, VIC 3875 P: (03) 5152 4324

Sydney
260 Hume Highway Lansvale, NSW 2166 P: 1800 061 959
Nowra
124 Princes Highway South Nowra, NSW 2541 P: (02) 4421 7035
Griffith
93-95 Willandra Avenue Griffith, NSW 2680 P: (02) 6962 4738

Adelaide
817 North East Road Valley View, SA 5093 P: (08) 8317 1170

Gold Coast
SHED 8, 328 BRISBANE ROAD Arundel, QLD 4214 P: (07) 5593 8228

Bundaberg
94 Takalvan St Bundaberg, QLD 4670 P: (07) 4151 1621

Townsville
593 Ingham Road Mount St John, QLD 4818 P: 07 4750 2900

Perth
1527 Albany Highway Beckenham, WA 6107 P: (08) 9356 1999
Port Hedland
3756 Cajarina Road Port Hedland, WA 6721 P: (08) 9140 1556

Darwin
910 Stuart Hwy Pinelands, NT 0829 P: (08) 8932 4252

Tasmania
389 Hobart Road Youngtown, TAS 7249 P: (03) 6343 7287

Newcastle
2 Birraba Avenue Beresfield, NSW 2322 P: (02) 4966 4422

NEW AGE                                              
ASSIST MEMBERS                                                      

HOTLINE                                           
1300 968 396

www.walkinshawgroup.com

www.caravancampingsales.com.au

www.big4.com.auwww.big4.com.au
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